Subject: Attitudes of Phan Khac Suu toward current crisis

Phan Khac Suu, defeated presidential candidate and Southern Buddhist, commented that in the wake of the government's (GVN) defeat of the Viet Cong (VC)/North Vietnamese attacks, the spirit of the people in the greater Saigon area is strongly anti-VC. He compared the people's mood of excitement with that which existed after the overthrow of the Diem regime on 1 November 1963. Suu felt that the opportunity...
TO EXPLOIT THE SAIGONENES'S AWARENESS OF THE EVILS OF THE VC MUST NOT BE NEGLECTED AND THAT EVERYTHING POSSIBLE MUST BE DONE TO UNITE THE PEOPLES OF ALL FAITHS. HE FELT PARTICULARLY THAT THE GVN MUST GAIN THE CONFIDENCE OF THE PEOPLE BY MAKING FOOD AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY TO PREVENT FEAR OF SHORTAGES AND TO DRIVE PRICES DOWN. IF THE GVN CAN DO THIS, HE SAID, IT WILL GAIN THE PEOPLE'S CONFIDENCE IN SOCIAL AS WELL AS MILITARY AFFAIRS.

2. SUU SAID THAT AS A POLITICIAN HE PLANNED TO OFFER HIS SERVICES TO GVN TO HELP MOBILIZE VIETNAM'S MANPOWER TO LEAD THE COUNTRY BACK TO NORMALCY. HE ADDED THAT HE PLANNED TO TALK WITH "ALL POLITICAL LEADERS" BEFORE CALLING ON ANY GVN OFFICIALS. HE INSISTED, HOWEVER, THAT HE WAS PREPARED TO WORK WITH ANY GVN OFFICIAL OR ORGANIZATION.
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